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Make object as a

thing.
Abstract
The discipline boundary of architecture has
been gradually growing, but the essence of
architecture is still making space and object.
And one measure of a good architecture is
whether the building can make people enter a
discourse with themselves and their world. And
the method is how to make the object produce
continuous meaning in the interaction with
people. In the interaction between human and
object, we give meaning to the object. From
the perspective of phenomenology, the object
becomes a thing. In order to keep architecture
staying active, we need to give new meaning
to object continuously, keep object as a thing.
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In this thesis, my research object is the column,
because column is one of the basic element
for architecture, to make the research more
targeted.
This paper is divided into three parts: the first part
is about thing theory, it includes thing theory
in critical theory and architecture; the second
part is about how can column be a thing, this
part mainly introduces the design operations to
make column be a thing; the last part is apply
the study in a project, to see how it works.

"Say it, no ideas
but in things"
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Introduction: Thing-The world of meaning
1 The Background

mobilize, through external factors to perceive the
existence of self.

"We in the western world are beginning to discover
our neglected senses. This growing awareness
represents something of an overdue insurgency
against the painful deprivation of sensory experience
we have suffered in our technologised world."[1]

When talking about people's judgment of external
perception, we need to understand that Immanuel
Kant's three phases that come into play before
people possibly judge something as beautiful.

Ashley Montagu
And this kind of negelected senses also occurs in
the contemporary architecture which is deprived
the sensory experience with the development of
technology. This is because this society always
operates with the most common functionalism and
rationalism, technology is the prerequisite, and
human are the next. In particular, the emergence of
parameter in architecture makes architecture further
lose its resistance[2].
There is a common feature of resistance, that is, there
is a certain tragic effect in the atmosphere, which has
never appeared in the parametric architecture. No
matter how technology evolves and how many new
materials are developed, one thing will not change is
that

this society will always need a kind of
resistant architecture.
What resistant architecture "resist" is not technology,
it is about the technology deprives the sensation
of us. It is also "resist" the priority of technology, the
priority should be human. We have suffered in our
technologised world, We're becoming less sensitive.
Like a child who use phone or computer frequently
become insensitive to the reality. For a architect what
we can do is trying to make architecture be more
interactive to revive the sensation of people in the
space, by the mining of emotion.
What's more, society and technology is constantly
changing. It's doubtful that we give infinite trust to
the constantly changing technology, especial when
we want to make something timeless. We must keep
a certain distance from society and technology.
Keeping a certain distance doesn't mean ignoring
them. It's about getting more possibilities, or
freedom. I think the meaning of our understanding of
technology lies in this!
The purpose of this kind of resistance architecture is
to make people's senses return, and make people
involved in architecture again. Its purpose is not
to express object, but to produce meaning in the
interaction between object and human. People's
perception often depends on external factors to
[1] Francesca Bacci, David Melcher, (2011). Art and the Senses.
p.589.
[2] by Peter Eisenman

First, there is the sensory stimuli when a person is
confronted with a thing.
Second, the initial stimulus triggers a person’s
imagination.
Third, the person’s attempt to conceptualize what
has been imagined.[3]
Kant states that

beauty is not a property of an artwork
or natural phenomenon, but is instead
consciousness of the pleasure that
attends the 'free play' of the imagination
and the understanding. [4]
And when we try to conceptualize and interpret why
and how the stimulus trigger our imagination, then we
are involved in the object we judged.
And when we facing an architecture, what will trigger
us to conceptualize the object of architecture? If we
consider

architecture is making spaces and
objects. [5]
beyond the making of spaces and objects,
architecture concerns itself with ordering systems of
spaces and objects, the scenography of spaces and
objects, the sensuality of spaces and objects, the
movement in space and around object et cetera.
Building has to be attractive, engaging and to a
degree figurative in order for people to begin to be
involved with them.[6]
The measure of a good architect is whether he or
she can conceive building that make people enter a
discourse with themselves and their world.[7]
The current discussion on the subject of not making
architecture as objects is misguided. In architecture,
objects are the only things that matter. In short, the
reinforcement of perception and the encouragement
of thought are fulfilled goads in these objects.[8]
[3] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.36.
[4] Kant's general discussions of the distinction between "cognition"
and "conscious of" are also given in the Critique of Pure Reason
(notably A320/B376), and section V and the conclusion of section VIII
of his Introduction in Logic.
[5] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.31.
[6] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.31.
[7] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.26.
[8] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.41.
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Heidegger's thing theory is the start point of the
theory study. Because philosophical thinking helps us
to understand the mechanism of operation and the
logic of thinking behind it. On the part of thing theory,
we will discuss Martin Heidegger's what is a thing. The
theory was largely created by Bill Brown, who edited
a special issue of Critical Inquiry on it in 2001 and
published a monograph on the subject entitled A
Sense of Things. It also discusses the practice related
to the thing theory in various fields. For example,
artist Marcel Duchamp's found object, poet William
Carlos Williams' "no ideas but in things", and architect
Kazuo Shinohara's thingness. Shinohara's operation on
thingness directly affects the research on column in
the next chapter. Perhaps the most important insight
of the theoretical part of learning at present is

it is the meaning produced by the
interaction between object and human
that make object as a thing. We can
regard thing as a world of meaning, it is
a world object interact with people.
My research object is the column, which has always
been a basic element of architecture, but in fact,
the column is what contemporary architecture has
been trying to abandon. There are many architects
trying to create the largest column free space or the
slenderest column. This is a result of technological
development.

3 The Intention
In this research, column is my object, but in fact, the
research objects can be very diverse. In architecture,
it can be floor, roof, window, door, wall and so on.
The main intention is trying to make architecture be
more interactive to revive the sensation of people in
the space.
But at the same time, this kind of object can
transcend the category of architecture, and its
boundary is infinite.

Infinite objects constitute the world. In
the interaction between object and
human, it is a world of meaning - thing.

PRACTICE

ING

AIN

In the chapter "How can column be a thing", my
research method mainly starts from the design
operation, based on the understanding of the

Above all, reserching about theory and cases study,
and making collage as training to interpret, and also
doing a project to rethink and practice . (as figure 0
show)

TR

And my choice of column is also a
resistance to this trend of technological
development. Make column as thing,
because we believe that meaningful
things can transcend time.

Finally, through the use of columns in the project
to present the understanding in a system. Because
collage is relatively fragment and random, and its
application in the project is relatively comprehensive
and systematic. So it's more completely to understand
"How can column be a thing".

CH

When an object breaks down or is misused, it sheds its
socially encoded value and becomes present to us in
new ways through the suspension of habit.[9]

AR

an object becomes a thing when it can
no longer serve its common function.

SE

The perception and the thought of these object is
about the relationship between object and people,
it is from the view of phenomenology. In perspective
of the phenomenological philosophy it is object
become a thing. As Heidegger's distinction between
objects and things, which posits that

case study, and has made some collages as the
explanation. Most of the collages are based on
classic buildings or buildings for which we have
formed a fixed image. The collages' operation is
mainly with columns. A heterogeneous or conflict
column is presented in a new way, so that we
can have a new understanding of the space or
the column itself. But because this collage is twodimensional, it can't really experience, which means
that our understanding of it is based on our original
experience of it. By breaking this experience and the
conventional understanding, we can generate new
meaning, so that column be a thing.

RE

2 The Methodology

Figure 0, The methodology.
Fugure source, Xavier Llobet Ribeiro

[9] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thing_theory
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1.1
Martin Heidegger's
What is a Thing.
Thing theory is a branch of critical theory that focuses
on human–object interactions in literature and
culture. It borrows from Heidegger's distinction
between objects and things, which posits that

an object becomes a thing when it can
no longer serve its common function.
When an object breaks down or is
misused, it sheds its socially encoded
value and becomes present to us in
new ways through the suspension of
habit.[1]
We come today upon a scene in which "things"
are held to be objects around us, separable and
movable in space. But, already at the start of the
discussion, Heidegger prepares for his own larger
context, which involves humans as well as things.
Thus, he sets up three sorts of things: (1) the objects
around us, (2) our human attitudes and procedures,
and (3) the totality of these two in interdependence
together. And, as he says later, the third is really first .
Within this larger context, our inquiry here will center
on the things we find around us. In order to grasp
how these seemingly independent things come to be
as we ordinarily find them around us we will have to
concern ourselves also with our own human speech
and attitudes and with the context that encompasses
both us and them.[2]
Heidegger uses such phrases as "the being of what is"
or "the thingness of the thing," and means by that the
basic way (model, approach, framework) in which
we meet these things. This is not some mysterious,
additional, floating "Being," for it is only the mode of
being of these things around us, how they are. But
that involves more than they do. What they are also
involves the context in which, together with us, they
come to be the way they are for us.
Heidegger discusses the difference between the
things of common sense and those same things
as rendered by science. Why does he discuss this
difference here? He wants to make clear to us that
the things we run into are not simply given, as they
seem, but have always already involved a certain
"approach," which could be different. Once we
note these two very different ways in which we
[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thing_theory
[2] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago

Figure 1, Martin Heidegger (26 September 1889 – 26 May 1976)
a German philosopher and a seminal thinker in the Continental
tradition of philosophy.
Fugure source, https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0373905/

render things, we can no longer consider the things
according to either as simply given, independent of
us.[3]
Heidegger shows that the particularity of things seems
to depend completely on their space and time, that
each is here or there, now or then. If two things are
alike, this one is different from that one only because
it is here now, while the other is there, or is here later.

It is space and time that make ordinary
things particulars.[4]
Kant assumed that human space and time are those
of Newton's physics, and he showed how Newton's
"absolute" space and time are really generated in
[3] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago
[4] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago
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the way man thinks about and perceives any lawful
and specific object. While Heidegger's notion of man
is fuller than Kant's Newtonian man, he, too, derives
space and time in the same basic way as did Kant:
Space and time are generated in the encounter
between man and the things that humans point out,
locate, and make specific.
But Heidegger asks: Is space really involved in the
very make-up of specific things? Is not space merely
a system of external relations obtaining between
things? He shows that even if we break a thing to
get to the space "inside" we find external relations
between its parts, bits, and pieces.

Space seems to be not really "in"
the thing but only the "possibility" of
arrangements of its parts (in, out, next
to, etc.). [5]
How does this possibility of spatial structuring come
into what a thing is?
"Possibility" is an important concept in this book and
always refers to how our basic approach first makes
things: it is our possible mode of approach that makes
it "possible" for things to be as they are encountered,
located, and found by us. The thing is given there,
over against us. This encounter's externality is an
arranging that makes and gets into the thing. And
just as we did not see space in the thing directly,
we certainly never see or perceive time as such,
or in things. Yet, only space and time are in the
particularity of each thing.

What a thing is always depends on
some interplay with us, upon some truth
in which it stands.[7]
Heidegger now illustrates this interplay "between"
man and things with some examples from Hegel.
Hegel showed that the seemingly obvious and solid
things, "this here" and "this now," change constantly
and are relative to us. Space and time are generated
in the interplay between us and things. The "this here
now" depends on me and is a different "this here
now" when I turn. The mere "here now" is not enough
to make a "thing." It lacks a lasting truth and is only
its changing relation to us. Thus, the temporal and
spatial aspects of this interplay "between" us and
things is not alone sufficient to determine a thing. A
second major consideration must be taken up

Both givenness and concepts are really
interplays "between" us and things, for
givenness is their mode of encountering
us, and the concepts of traits are our
way of determining and defining them.
[8]

Thus, both givenness and concepts are our ways.
And both are the thing's ways. Yet it is clear that both
belong to us only in regard to how givenness and
concepts make things, and belong to things only as
encountering us.

Only after our interplay with things do they come
to have a resulting nature of their own. The noun
becomes possible only on the basis of our pointing.
Our demonstrative definitions precede more
developed definitions, i.e.,

"things" arise only in the context of their
relation to us and our pointing them
out.[6]
Heidegger is not saying that a thing is something
subjective. "What a 'this' is does not depend upon
our caprice and our pleasure." What it is does
depend upon us, but "it also equally depends upon
the things". This "between" is not as though first we
and things could have existed separately and then
interacted. Rather, what a person is always already a
having things given, and a thing is already something
that encounters.
As we have seen, what a thing is (for instance, the
sun) depends on whether we take the thing of
science or the thing of common sense. As Heidegger
phrases it, "The things stand in different truths."

[5] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago
[6] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago

[7] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago
[8] Eugene T. Gendlin. An Analysis of Martin Heidegger's What is a
Thing? University of Chicago
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1.2
Bill Brown's
A Sense of Things.
Thing theory was largely created by Bill Brown,
who edited a special issue of Critical Inquiry on it
in 2001and published a monograph on the subject
entitled A Sense of Things.
As Brown writes in his essay "Thing Theory":

We begin to confront the thingness of
objects when they stop working for us: [1]
when the drill breaks, when the car stalls, when the
window gets filthy, when their flow within the circuits
of production and distribution, consumption and
exhibition, has been arrested, however momentarily.
The story of objects asserting themselves as things,
then, is the story of a changed relationship to the
human subject and thus the story of how the thing
really names less an object than a particular subjectobject relation. As they circulate through our lives, we
look through objects (to see what they disclose about
history, society, nature, or culture - above all, what
they disclose about us), but we only catch a glimpse
of things.
And in Brown's essay "Other Things", he explained
more detalis about the relationship of suject, object,
things and thing(ness), and how they works on each
other. To make it clear, Brown make a chart to
formalize the dynamics out of which the distinction
between the object and the thing (between an
object and its thingness). (figure 3)
The arrows designate relations. Things (plural)
designates some underorganized material field or
some unorganized amalgam or mass: a field of
sensations before they are organized into discrete
objects; or a more general field of objects before
any one object (a stone, a city, a chair, a can of
diet coke) becomes distinct; or that field of “material
. . . of which everything is composed,” the “primal
stuff” that William James called “pure experience,”
one of whose “terms” becomes the subject, another
the object.[2] Indeed, the field of things should be
understood to include the pre-emergent subject as a
thing entangled in things—this is a field of things from
which both subject and object precipitate in and as
their relation.

[1] Brown, B. (2004) A Sense of Things. University of Chicago Press.
Retrieved 20 Oct 2014.
[2] William James, Essays in Radical Empiricism (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1996), 4. See also ch. 2, “The World of Pure
Experience,” 39–91; and ch. 3, “The Thing and Its Relations,” 92–122.

Figure 2, Bill Brown, the Karla Scherer Distinguished Service Professor
in American Culture at the University of Chicago.
Figure source, https://news.uchicago.edu/profile/bill-brown

The diagonal arrows in the chart point out how
some thing, by which Brown always means the
thingness of the constituted object, is the outcome
of an interaction (beyond their mutual constitution)
between subject and object.

The thing thus names a subject-object
relation. [3]
The corollary of this point is that any
object can become a thing—or, more
precisely, that thingness inheres (as a
latency) within any manifest object. [4]
Of course, the subject can be an individual or a
group—a family, a club, a gang, a subculture,
a nation, &c.; group identity can be fortified by
the thingness of some object: ritual food, a totem
animal, a national flag. And an object can appear
in the subject position; indeed the dynamic can be
understood most readily through an inter objective
relation. Imagine a toy truck beside a magnet that
suddenly affixes itself to the truck. From the magnet’s
point of view (if you will) the object qua object is
beside the point: it doesn’t matter that the truck is
yellow and blue, that it is three inches tall, that its
wheels are black, that the girl playing with it calls it
a truck. What matters is the iron in the truck (or the
iron of the truck): that is the thing that compels the
magnet—the thing that does not in any sense destroy
the object but that renders the object superfluous
(except insofar as it provides the source of the thing).
[3] Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.
[4] Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.
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How is it that an object becomes a thing for one or
another (individuated) human subject?

you want or need to write) to keep rolling it between
your thumb and ngers. Rolling it. And rolling it.

Such thingness can seem to be the
result of subjective response,[5]

Brown concern is not with an object’s withdrawal
from its properties, but with the adamant presence
of a thingness that is fully (even exuberantly or
aggressively) manifest in those very properties, so long
as properties also names metaphysical characteristics
(say, the symbolic valence of the wine and bread
that makes them other things). When you say that
there is some thing about that bust of Balzac that
creeps you out, the thing is present and potent, even
if it can’t immediately be named or known.

something akin to what Roland Barthes called the
punctum of the photograph: what captivates you,
however minor or inadvertent the detail. An “intense
mutation of my interest,” he calls it; with his eyes shut,
he will find the “detail” continuing to “rise of its own
accord into a ective consciousness.”[6] He calls it the
“partial object” as opposed to the “total object”
produced by the photographer’s intention.

But such thingness can result as well
from the object’s insistence, [7]
what Alfonso Lingis calls the imperative that forces
the subject’s attention: as fact, as interruption, as
summons. “Things are attractions” that “draw our
perceptual movements to themselves and hold
them”; an object “lures and concentrates the current
of feeling in us”; it makes demands: the armchair “calls
for composure in the midst of agitation,” and “the
worktable calls for devotion to craft.” The curiously
bulbous ball-point pen compels you (however much
[5] Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.
[6] Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography,
trans. Richard Howard (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981),
49, 55. In general, then, Barthes’s exquisite distinction between what
we are supposed to see and what instead arrests our attention is a
distinction that applies to our interaction with the object world no
less than our interactions with the photographic image. To press this
point too far, though, would be to deny Barthes the specificity of his
personal encounters.
[7] Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.

Brown's concern is not with whether
you succeed or fail to grasp things-inthemselves, objects as they are. His
concern is how objects grasp you: how
they elicit your attention, interrupt your
concentration, assault your sensorium.
[8]

This is also what architects' concern.

[8] Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.

Figure 3, the chart to formalize the dynamics out of which the distinction between the
object and the thing (between an object and its thingness).
Figure source, Brown, Bill. (2015) Other Things. The University of Chicago Press.
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1.3
Marcel Duchamp's
Found Object.
Consider about Heidegger and Bill Brown's thing
theroy, when an object no more serve its common
function or when it stop working for us, the object
become a thing. And this is how Duchamp's
Readymades (also named Found Objects) work.

Found object is describing art created
from undisguised, but often modified,
objects or products that are not
normally considered materials from
which art is made, often because they
already have a non-art function.[1]
Found objects derive their identity as art from the
designation placed upon them by the artist and from
the social history that comes with the object.
By World War I, Duchamp had rejected the work of
many of his fellow artists (such as Henri Matisse) as
"retinal" art,

intended only to please the eye.
Instead, Duchamp wanted to use art to
serve the mind.
In 1913, Duchamp withdrew from painting circles
and began working as a librarian in the Bibliothèque
Sainte-Geneviève to be able to earn a living wage
while concentrating on scholarly realms and working
on his Large Glass. He studied math and physics –
areas where exciting new discoveries were taking
place. The theoretical writings of Henri Poincaré
particularly intrigued and inspired Duchamp. Poincaré
postulated that the laws believed to govern matter
were created solely by the minds that "understood"
them and that no theory could be considered "true".

[1] definition of Objet trouvé at the MoMA Art Terms page.

Figure 4, Marcel Duchamp (28 July 1887 – 2 October 1968) a FrenchAmerican painter, sculptor, chess player, and writer whose work is
associated with Cubism, Dada, and conceptual art.
Figure source, https://www.limelightmagazine.com.au/news/
landmark-duchamp-exhibition-hit-shores-2019/

"The things themselves are not what
science can reach..., but only the
relations between things. Outside of
these relations there is no knowable
reality", [2]
Poincaré wrote in 1902. Reflecting the influence
of Poincaré's writings, Duchamp tolerated any
interpretation of his art by regarding it as the creation
of the person who formulated it, not as truth.
"Readymades" were found objects which Duchamp
chose and presented as art. In 1913, Duchamp
installed a Bicycle Wheel in his studio. However,
the idea of Readymades did not fully develop until
[2] Poincaré, H. (1902) Science and Hypothesis. London: Walter Scott
Publishing Co., p. xxiv
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Source…? But if it's a fucking urinal ...!
Art…? But if the fucking thing was already done ...!
1915. The idea was to question the very notion of
Art, and the adoration of art, which Duchamp found
"unnecessary".

My idea was to choose an object
that wouldn't attract me, either by its
beauty or by its ugliness. To find a point
of indifference in my looking at it, you
see.[3]
Of all the artworks in this series of readymades,
Fountain is perhaps the best known because the
symbolic meaning of the toilet takes the conceptual
challenge posed by the readymades to their most
visceral extreme.
In defense of the work being art, Louise Norton[4]
wrote " Whether Mr Mutt with his own hands made
the fountain or not has no importance. He CHOSE it.
He took an ordinary article of life, placed it so that its
useful significance disappeared under the new title
and point of view – created a new thought for that
object."[5]

Duchamp described his intent with
the piece was to shift the focus of
art from physical craft to intellectual
interpretation.

Figure 5, Marcel Duchamp Fountain, 1917, photograph by Alfred
Stieglitz at 291 (art gallery)
Figure source, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fountain_(Duchamp)

This urinal we can count it as a thing, for it no longer
serve its common function, it was misused, it sheded
its socially encoded value and becomes present to
us in new ways through the suspension of habit.

[3] Interview, BBC TV, Joan Bakewell, 1966
[4] Louise Norton was an American writer, editor, and translator of
French literature.
[5] The Blind Man, Vol. 2, 1917, p. 5.
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1.4
William Carlos Williams'
"No ideas but in things".
Thing theory is particularly well suited to the study of
modernism, due to the materialist preoccupations of
modernist poets such as William Carlos Williams, who
declared that there should be "No ideas but in things"
William Carlos Williams (1883 – 1963) is famously known
for coining the term: “No ideas but in things.” This
one line from the 1927 version of his poem, Paterson,
became a mantra for poetry in the early 20th
century. Its expression is still strongly influential today.
It changed the look and feel of poetry, possibly more
than any other single idea in the past hundred years.
It was not original, but his statement was a summary
of the poetry trends at that time.
The historical context will show that Williams meant for
poetry to

focus on objects rather than mere
concepts, on actual things rather than
abstract characteristics of things. [1]

Figure 6, William Carlos Williams (September 17, 1883 – March 4,
1963) was an American poet and physician closely associated with
modernism and imagism.
Figure source, https://www.bulbapp.com/u/an-analysis-of-this-is-justto-say-by-william-carlos

The mention of any object creates a visualized idea
in our minds—we form an image of the thing. This
does not happen at the mention of abstractions, like
“truth”, or “memory”.

already, just at the mention of the word. This was the
key difference between Williams and the poetry of
an earlier time. To Williams,

Abstract words do not create images
in the mind. Only “things” create visual
images. [2]

poetry should focus on the “thing”,
leaving the reader to “see” the bigger
picture in his own way.[3]

Things can be tangible, such as a wheel barrow. Or
things can be a behavior, such as a sidelong glance.
The image of a thing creates an idea of what the
thing means in the context it is used. Hence there are
“no ideas but in things” according to Williams.

Just one example for clarity: In Williams’ poetry of
“things”, we might talk about a specific tree, not
about the glory of its creation. Williams deals with
the thing itself, and not some indefinite aspect of
the thing, like creation. It is the difference between
speaking in exact terms or vague generalities.

This was something quite different from 19th century
poetry. Poetry of that period described things
extensively, often in vague terms and abstractions.
Letting us form our own idea of things is vastly
different than telling us everything about it—how
big it is, what color it is, how it relates the universe, or
whatever.
An object does not need to be described in much
detail to know what it is. We have an idea of it
[1] Ed Wickliffe, (2009)Historical View of W.C.Williams’: “No Ideas But
in Things”. Essay.
[2] Same as last one.

If the exact object creates an image in our mind,
then we can say it creates also an idea of what it
signifies. Thus we have “no ideas but in things.”
We will get a Williams-style poem about some

“thing” that means much more than it
says, depending on the reader’s idea of
the thing.[4]
[3] Same as last one
[4] Same as last one
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Paterson (poem excerpts)
by William Carlos Williams
Before the grass is out the people are out
and bare twigs still whip the wind—
when there is nothing, in the pause between
snow and grass in the parks and at the street ends

—Say it, no ideas but in things—

nothing but the blank faces of the houses
and cylindrical trees
bent, forked by preconception and accident
split, furrowed, creased, mottled, stained
secret—into the body of the light—
These are the ideas, savage and tender
somewhat of the music, et cetera
of Paterson, that great philosopher—
From above, higher than the spires, higher
even than the office towers, from oozy fields
abandoned to grey beds of dead grass
black sumac, withered weed stalks
mud and thickets cluttered with dead leaves—
the river comes pouring in above the city
and crashes from the edge of the gorge
in a recoil of spray and rainbow mists—

—Say it, no ideas but in things—

and factories crystallized from its force,
like ice from spray upon the chimney rocks
......

Say it! No ideas but in things.

Mr. Paterson has gone away
to rest and write. Inside the bus one sees
his thoughts sitting and standing. His thoughts
alight and scatter—
Who are these people (how complex
this mathematic) among whom I see myself
in the regularly ordered plateglass of
his thoughts, glimmering before shoes and bicycles—?
They walk incommunicado, the
equation is beyond solution, yet
its sense is clear—that they may live
his thought is listed in the Telephone
Directory—
and there's young Alex Shorn
whose dad the boot-black bought a house
and painted it inside
with seascapes of a pale green monochrome—
the infant Dionysus springing from
Apollo's arm—the floors oakgrained in
Balkan fashion—Hermes' nose, the body
of a gourmand, the lips of Cupid, the eyes
the black eyes of Venus' sister—

......
But never, in despair and anxiety
forget to drive wit in, in till it
discover that his thoughts are decorous and simple
and never forget that though his thoughts are
decorous
and simple, the despair and anxiety
the grace and detail of
a dynamo—
Divine thought! Jacob fell backwards off the press
and broke his spine. What pathos, what mercy
of nurses (who keep birthday books)
and doctors who can't speak proper english—
is here correctly on a spotless bed
painless to the Nth power—the two legs
perfect without movement or sensation
Twice a month Paterson receives letters
from the Pope, his works are translated
into French, the clerks in the post office
ungum the rare stamps from his packages
and steal them for their children's albums
So in his high decorum he is wise
......
What wind and sun of children stamping the snow
stamping the snow and screaming drunkenly
The actual, florid detail of cheap carpet
amazingly upon the floor and paid for
as no portrait ever was—Canary singing
and geraniums in tin cans spreading their leaves
reflecting red upon the frost—
They are the divisions and imbalances
of his whole concept, made small by pity
and desire, they are—no ideas beside the facts—

But who! who are these people? It is
his flesh making the traffic, cranking the car
buying the meat—
Defeated in achieving the solution they
fall back among cheap pictures, furniture
filled silk, cardboard shoes, bad dentistry
windows that will not open, poisonous gin
scurvy, toothache—
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1.5
Kazuo Shinohara's
Thingness.
As for thingness, I did not find a direct expression
of this definition from Shinohara, but more from the
discussion and summary of Shinohara school[1].
What's more direct is his discussion on the "production
machine of meaning" in the third style of his works,
about the design description of the Tanikawa house.
(figure10) the house exudes a directness by which
the elements composing it are bare and simple.
Shinohara will term this no-frills approach "nakedness",
and constitutes for him a major theme:
"I expect the supporting posts to express nothing
more than their function as posts; the walls, nothing
more than their function as walls. The linking of the
structure, which is carried out principally in terms
of 45° and 90° angles, is intended to enhance the
expression of the nakedness of physical objects.”[2]
In fact, he relates this idea of nakedness to a major
concept in his designs since the 1970s, that of
“machine”, initiated in this house:

“I am talking about putting together
spaces from naked objects which, like
the parts of ordinary machines, have
no meaning of their own. My idea is
that such a space will produce vital
meanings as in the past
[of his oeuvre], but the mechanism for production
is different. [...] By erasing the meanings of the past
and moving in the direction of naked objectivity, I
have induced a structure of movement that I had not
foreseen. This structure of movement is what I call a
machine.”[3]
[1] "Shinohara School", which has been linked to the works of Toyo
Ito, Kazunari Sakamoto and Itsuko Hasegawa. Term first published in
SD: Space Design, Jan 1979
[2] Text for Tanikawa House, in “KS2: 11 Houses”, p. 16
[3] “Machine and Savagery”, in “KS2: 11 Houses”, p. 34.

Figure 7, Kazuo Shinohara (April 2, 1925 – July 15, 2006) was a
Japanese architect, forming what is now widely known as the
"Shinohara School".
Figure source, https://www.pinterest.com/pin/479211216579851703/

This paragraph clearly delineates the idea of

machine as the meaningful combination
of meaningless parts.
"People walking in it can read the meaning freely.
But architects do not symbolize specific meanings.
This is not the meaning prepared in advance, but
the meaning read by this person through the process
itself."[4]
It looks like a barn from the outside, and it is built quite
like one, but given its main characteristic of having a
large room with a sloping floor,

[4] Translate from 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社，p. 197.
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“a person entering it experiences the
birth of accidental meaning.”[5]
This 'accidental' meaning is provided by the
juxtaposition, or ‘misalignment’, of both systems:
“I intended the joining of the structure, executed
principally in terms of 45-degree and 90-degree
angles, to enhance the expression of the nakedness
of physical objects. But since the structure encounters
the natural ground slope, the result is a meeting of
two spaces of different order. Experiencing a sense
of imbalance and uncertainty, people begin to walk
about in an effort to resolve it. There are many ways
of traversing the space, and consequently an array of
various potential meanings can be said to accrue.”[6]

And Shinohara school summed it up as

"Thingness": after object being reduced
to natural property and present new
meaning when the object interacts
with body, from the perspective of
phenomenology.
For Kazuo Shinohara is a architect, what we care
most is the operations in his design, how does object
present new means, or we can say turn to be a thing,
when interact with people. Next page will discuss
about it.

This ‘productive’ quality of the barn is what prompts
Shinohara to call it a “machine”. The barn is thus

“transformed here into a productive
device, that is, a machine. The
performance potential of a machine
is determined by the capacity and
quantity of meaning it produces.” [7]
When crossing the device wantonly, the
communication between people and the device
begins, showing all kinds of "meanings" that the
architect did not deliberately prepare.[8]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

“Machine and Savagery”, in “KS2: 11 Houses”, p. 34.
As quoted in 2G, p. 133.
As quoted in 2G, p. 9.
Translate from 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社，p. 197.
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For Kazuo Shinohara is an architect, what we care
most is the operations in his design, how does object
present new means, or turn to be a thing, when
interact with people.
Through reading his works and related discussions,
from my personal understanding point of view, we
can roughly divide the operation of thingness into
four categories, here is only a general classification,
some specific discussions will be put in the next
chapter, and the operations here present a savage
and full of contrast conflict results.

1 Unhuman Scale
Kazuo Shinohara was through a non-human
existence, even the existence of super scale, to let our
body re arouse a resonance, a sense of life. Shinohara
awakens the significance of human existence. When
the scale crosses a certain boundary, the meaning
on the culture will also dispel. Shinohara's powerful
point is that, while reaching transcendence, he can
make people feel the existence of his body, that is,
the coexistence of transcendence and body.[1]
The typical case is House in Uehara.(figure 8) This
rough structure fights with small space. Shinohara
makes this kind of fight distinctive and violent through
a special structure different from the ordinary frame
structure. The concrete diagonal braces poked
out from the floor with a 45 degree angle bring
uneasiness to people's actions, and this uneasiness
gives meaning, making the column object become
thing.

2 Abstract Form
Also about House in Uehara, the abstract façade of
which is to be discussed here. (figure 9) the children's
room with semicircle light steel structure on the top
is an additional design after construction, and the
concrete body and the space of heterogeneous
concept are connected. What this constitution
expects is not harmony, but more conscious pursuit of
non harmony. [2]
The special concrete structure creates the "rough
structure" inside, which is consistent with the visual
confusion existing in the streets of Tokyo, and
produces the "chaotic" fun which coincides with the
impression of Tokyo, and organizes the mechanism
reflecting the huge urban dynamics into the small
houses.
Although the whole house has integrity, it is not like
the integrity under the control of the architect. It
makes a house complex, but not chaotic. It's a state
of balance.[3] This crude composition comes from the
compose of abstract form. This crude composition of
abstract form gives the object a chance to become
a thing.
[1] Learn From Kazuo Shinohara. Interview: Go Hasegawa & Yichun
Liu & Yim in Guo. (2013.5) South Architecture. p. 36.
[2] Translate from 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社，p. 82.
[3] Learn From Kazuo Shinohara. Interview: Go Hasegawa & Yichun
Liu & Yim in Guo. (2013.5) South Architecture. p. 35.

Four operations of
Kazuo Shinohara's
Thingness.
3 Natural Factor
The case study is Tanikawa house.(figure 10)The
content of this part has been stated a lot in the
previous page, and will not be repeated here.
Taking the sloping ground as the indoor ground
directly, Shinohara didn't let the ground share other
architectural significance except for the height
difference. This kind of treatment, which directly
presents the raw land of the site in the architectural
space, has gone beyond the performance of the
architecture, and it is an extremely violent way. This
kind of violence makes people obtain the meaning
of existence in space. That is how to regain a kind of
existence in the conflict environment in the way of
architecture.[4]

4 New Order
Different from the previous cases are the Third Style[5]
design, House in White belongs to the First Style works.
In the Third Style, Shinohara emphasizes the neutral
characteristics of the object, not for the purpose of
material performance, but for the presentation of
meaning, which is presented in the interaction with
body. The White House is symbolic, which means
that it has taken on a certain meaning, but we can
not deny that it will take on a new meaning in the
interaction of the body.
The interior of the House in White is painted in white,
and the expression of the space is white. In this case,
the polished round fir wood is facing 10m long 3.6m
high white wall. It shows the symbolism of Japan[6].
(there is a big black column in the middle of the
traditional Japanese House), and the symbolic
operation is that the divided wall in the room slightly
deviates from the center of the square plan, making
the white wall become the background of the
central column, producing a new order different from
the traditional Japanese architecture, and showing
a new significance in the interaction with the body.
Therefore, we can consider the creation of a new
order as the operation of changing an object into a
thing.

[4] Learn From Kazuo Shinohara. Interview: Go Hasegawa & Yichun
Liu & Yim in Guo. (2013.5) South Architecture. p. 35.
[5] Shinohara sums up his own works into patterns according to the
development of ideas. "The first style" is a period of keen interest
in Japanese tradition, from which the techniques of "division /
connection" and "positivity" are extracted. "The second style " turns
to adding a strong vertical space called "cracked space" to the
inorganic cube shell. "The third style" Shinohara proposed "naked
things". "The forth style": "radical chaos", "modern · post" and "random
noise". Source, https://baike.baidu.com/item/ 筱原一男
[6] Translate from 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社，p. 82.
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Shinohara's four operations to make object as a
thing is the basis study for the next chapter. But
will focus the research object to the column.
We will discuss how these four operations make
the column as a thing.

Figure 8, First floor, interior view of House in Uehara.
Figure source, https://www.world-architects.com/en/
architecture-news/reviews/house-in-uehara
Figure 9, House in Uehara, the composition of abstract form.
Figure source, https://www.flickr.com/photos/
carlofumarola1978/7094346677/in/photostream/
Figure 10, The raw land in the interior of Tanikawa house.
Figure source, https://misfitsarchitecture.com/2018/08/11/
houses-as-art/middleton-l1030578_310/
Figure 11, The symbolic wood column in the interior of House
in White.
Figure source, https://archpaper.com/2014/03/on-view-onthe-thresholds-of-space-making-at-washington-university-inst-louis/
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Only what conjoins
becomes a thing.
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s itself out of world

2.

How can column be
a thing
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2.1U

nhuman Scale
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Compare to Le Corbusier used "human scale" to
serve the body. Kazuo Shinohara is very skeptical
about whether "human body scale" can present a
sense of existence. Kazuo Shinohara was through a
non-human existence, even the existence of super
scale, to let our body re arouse a resonance, a sense
of life. When the scale crosses a certain boundary,
the meaning on the cultural level will also deteriorate.
This kind of unhuman scale is not only absolute scale,
but also relative scale, which reflects the size of scale
through comparison. We often know our existence by
comparing with each other.

Left figure 12, Interior view of House in Uehara.
Figure source, https://www.world-architects.com/en/architecturenews/reviews/house-in-uehara
Right figure 13, (from left to right and up to down) Section, Ground
floor, First floor, Second floor.
Figure source, Enric Masip Bosch. (2015) Five forms of emotion : Kazuo
Shinohara and the house as a work of art. Essay.

House in Uehara, 1976
Kazuo shinohara
In the house in Uehara,the upper storey is composed
principally of the standard Japanese living-diningkitchen space, although the kitchen and stair areas
are partially screened by a massive articulated
concrete pillar. This monolith burgeons with great
struts rising to support the beamless concrete flat-slab
roof and is part of a giant forest-like order whose tops
are imposed and revealed throughout the residential
storey.[1]
Consequently, the Uehara lot is quite small and the
dwelling itself is some 9 metres on one side with no
[1] Text for House in Uehara, Shinkenchiku, vol. 52, no. 1, Tokyo,
January 1977 (first published in English in Japan Architect, Tokyo,
February 1977)
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garden, while the main facade and carport give
directly onto the narrow road. For the 2.5m width
required for parking, a part of the second floor is
designed as overhang, so a special structural form is
generated.
Because of a building restriction, the height of the
street façade was limited to 5 metres, but use of a
beamless slab enabled the provision of adequate
ceiling heights. At the same time, the braces needed
for the roof slab created problems in the floor plan,
and particularly in the area around the freestanding
central post, where a massive 45-degree brace runs
directly in between the top of the entrance stairway
and the living room.

Although the structure from the whole is reasonable,
when the floor and wall are added to give the living
function of the building, the structure of columns and
diagonal braces appear fragmentary in the two-story
living room, showing a violent and unhuman scale
state.
This rough structure fights with small space. Shinohara
makes this kind of fight distinctive and violent through
a special structure different from the ordinary frame
structure. The concrete diagonal braces poked out
from the floor with a 45 degree angle bring uneasiness
to people's actions, as he said "it is like jungle". It is
savagery and this uneasiness gives meaning, making
the column object become thing.
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House on a Curved Road, 1978
Kazuo shinohara
It presents itself as a shell-like interior pierced by
huge structural elements capable of erasing any
complacent domestic feeling of the house.

But it seems that this irrationality makes you think
about the reasons for this result, and make you
involved in the space.

Concrete columns and transverse beams show that
this is a symbolic space. Beams and columns are not
in the same plane and do not need such a large size.
If in order to support the weight of the roof, the beam
should not be the current form.

Left Figure 14, Interior view of House in Uehara.
Figure source, http://hiddenarchitecture.net/house-in-curved-road/
Right Figure 15, (from left to right and up to down) Basement, Ground
floor, Second floor, Section.
Figure source, http://hiddenarchitecture.net/house-in-curved-road/
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The Temple of August, Barcelona
We can see from the picture on the left in 1837, that
the roman columns and capitals appear in the daily
living space. The reality of the situation was so surreal.
First of all, the old Roman columns are a symbol of
religion, administration and power, but it is mixed
into the civil life. What’s more, the symbolic meaning
of the Roman style brings strong contradictions and
conflicts. The second is the volume of the column
itself. The huge volume of the column has far
exceeded the structural requirements of an ordinary
residential building. Their appearance is squeezing
the living space, or it will inevitably have an impact
on the daily behavior. We can see from the picture
that someone sits on the chair and leans against the
column. Because of the tension of the space, we
can’t ignore the materiality and symbolism of the
Roman pillars. We will try to explain the reason of the
situation of the space.
From the 15th century onwards the columns and the
capitals that could be seen in the houses attracted
much attention, prompting multiple interpretations as
to their origin: a large sepulture, a commermorative
monument, a temple, the end of an aqueduct,
among others, until in the mid-nineteenth century it
was finally proven that they belonged to the Roman
temple. And when we try to interpret why and how
it happened, we are involved with the space and
column. And that make column as a thing.
Column as one of the basic objects of architecture,
we can’t ignore its role in the space. Beyond the
making of spaces and objects, architecture concerns
itself with ordering systems of spaces and objects, the
scenography of spaces and objects, the sensuality
of spaces and objects, the movement in space and
around object et cetera. So that building can be
attractive, engaging and to a degree figurative in
order for people to begin to be involved with them.
To make people be involved in the space, so how
to stimulate people to try to interpret space and
objects can be a design strategy. In order to promote
people's reading and thinking, this strategy is more
like an intellectual game than just an emotional
means. In short, the reinforcement of perception and
the encouragement of thought are fulfilled goads in
these objects.
These Roman columns from past make people enter
a discourse with themselves and their world.

Left Figure 16, Engraving of Barcino’s temple by Francesc Xavier
Parcerisa, 1837.
Figure source, https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/museuhistoria/ca/
muhba-temple-daugust
Right Figure 17, The column now placed in the courtyard.
Figure source, https://enarchenhologos.blogspot.com/2016/04/
hermes-i-la-fundacio-mitica-de-barcelona.html
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Self interpretation
Unhuman Scale Column

Roman Pantheon, 126 AD

I made collages as the explanation of my
understanding. Most of the collages are based on
classic buildings or buildings for which we have
formed a fixed image. The collages' operation is
mainly with columns. A heterogeneous or conflict
column is presented in a new way, so that we
can have a new understanding of the space or
the column itself. But because this collage is twodimensional, it can't really experience, which means
that our understanding of it is based on our original
experience of it. By breaking this experience and the
conventional understanding, we can generate new
meaning, so that column be a thing.

The Pantheon's dome was the world's largest
unreinforced concrete dome. It is a column free
space with a large circular hole 8.9 meters in
diameter at the top for lighting. In the center of the
hall, I set up a large-scale column, the triangular top
of which passes through the circular hole and points
to the sky. Creating tension between the triangular
top of the column and the circular hole. This column
does not play a structural role, but it is a resistance
to the column free space, which at the same time
strengthens the huge column free space, the dome.
When light falls from the top, it forms a shadow of
triangle and circle and changes as the sun moves.
Figure 18, Collage by Author.
Based on, Interior of the Pantheon, Rome, 1747 (Oil on Canvas), by
Giovanni Paolo Panini.
Basic figure source, https://pixels.com/featured/interior-of-thepantheon-rome-1747-giovanni-paolo-panini.html
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Self interpretation
Unhuman Scale Column

Castelvecchio Museum, 1973
Carlos Scarpa
In the sculpture galleries of Castelvecchio Museum,
there are two layers of beams to support the floor,
and the steel beams are supporting the concrete
beams. In my collage there is an unhuman scale
column in the middle of the gallery and supports the
steel beam, and the column steps back to make the
arched door continuous. The form of the column is
imitating from Carlos Scarpa’s works. The size is much
bigger than the structure needs, and if in order to
support the weight of the floor, the column should
not be the form. The column itself seems to work as a
sculpture in the space and make the space symbolic.
There is no doubt when you work through the gallery,
the interaction between you and the column will
product meaning.

Figure 19, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://i.pinimg.com/originals/85/c8/6e/85c86ee
6188911de04a25027d6036bc2.jpg
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Self interpretation
Unhuman Scale Column

Villa Savoye, 1931
Le Corbusier

This is the living room of Villa Savoye, it was used to be
supported by circular columns and there were beams
under the floor, as the regular Domino system. And
in this collage, the circular columns and beams were
erased, and were replaced by two V shape columns
to support the roof slab. And the columns are very
dominant because of its scale and the shape. When
you go through the living room, you have to be a
little cautious, in case to hit the column, the columns
somehow force you to interact with them.
What’s more, for the living room is on the first floor, if
your curious enough, you may try to imagine how the
column will be on the ground floor. In the collage,
the small brace of the V shape column grows from
the big brace, so it seems to indicate the big brace
will go down to the ground floor works as the main
structure, and there may have the other small braces
to support the floor.
You are trying to conceptualize the whole structure
of the villa. And the structure seems anti the regular
column and beam system of Domino.

Figure 20, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, Villa Savoye, 1928-31. Long sliding windows and
a large steel-framed glass slider operable by crank. Photo: Marius
Gravot, 1930 © FLC. https://www.buildingviews.net/essay/brieftechnical-architectural-history-minimalist-window/the-horizontalsliding-glass-window-wall-in-the-20th-century-a-long-technical-andarchitectural-evolution/
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Self interpretation
Unhuman Scale Column

Villa Tugendhat, 1930
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
In Villa Tugendhat, the slender steel pillar cover by
mirror stainless steel sheet, it is one of the classical
operations of column of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.
In the study room, there is also a steel pillar in the
center, and in this collage it was replaced by a T
shape concrete column. Compare to the original
size, the new column is much bigger and more than
the structure needs, and it faces directly to the study
table, form the ritual sense of space. It seems not
only the column but also the study room become the
symbol of the house.
The T-column is like a magnet, and it forms a
magnetic field around it. When you step into the field,
you have to interact with it, which emerge meaning.
Make column as a thing.

Figure 21, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's Villa Tugendhat,
1930. Image courtesy of The Architecture & Design Study Center, The
Museum of Modern Art. https://www.knoll.com/knollnewsdetail/inconversation-with-kenneth-frampton
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2.2 A

bstract Form
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Abstraction is not the abstraction of color, but
the connection of matter. That's where the real
abstraction lies.
Kazuo Shinohara

The concept of "Composition" [1]
Pascal Flammer
Putting things together gives me an extremely
primitive sense of excitement.
If we talk about the most basic structural concept of
architecture, we will find that the structure itself is a
kind of superposition and combination. The horizontal
floor and the vertical wall and column are two
elements that collide with each other.
Pascal Flammer think space itself is a combination

and superposition of geometry. The intersection of
different geometric forms, straight lines and curves
endows space with unique character tension.
The connection between narrow and open, and
the change of light make the space with simple
geometry produce rich experience, which is the
magic of geometric superposition.
The composition of different elements creates the
fuzziness and indeterminacy of space, making
people have multiple understandings when they are
in it, which makes everything open and imaginative.
What's more, in this fuzziness, even with a trace of
unfinished feeling, you can really feel that architects
are trying to create new space experience.

[1] Pascal Flammer, “System Concept Composition”, lecture.
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Lido Mythenquai, 2010,
Pascal Flammer
The restaurant stands in a park at the shore of Lake
Zurich. It is only open in summer. In winter it is closed.
The outer skin is made of a 15 cm single concrete shell
- like the cloth of a tent. Primary forms are reminiscent
of children drawings or a circus. The columns are
basic geometry, like triangle and circle.They are also
appear in the wall. The building is light and heavy,
physical, precise and slutty - strangely beautiful
amongst the scattered old trees.

Left figure 22, Pascal Flammer's concept "putting stuff on top of each
other".
Figure source, PASCAL FLAMMER ARCHITEKTEN, https://divisare.com/
projects/288036-pascal-flammer-architekten-lido-mythenquai
Right figure 23, LIDO MYTHENQUAI, PASCAL FLAMMER ARCHITEKTEN.
Figure source, PASCAL FLAMMER ARCHITEKTEN, https://divisare.com/
projects/288036-pascal-flammer-architekten-lido-mythenquai

Familiar geometry is combined in a strange way,
present abstract beauty, and make people involved.
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Entrance to the Grisons Parliament building, 2010, Valerio Olgiati
The idea is to allow all visitors with
or without disabilities to access the
building in the same way naturally and
comfortably.
From the square on the south side
a ramp leads to the pre-existing
entrance door. The proportions of
the base and the room height are
classically monumental and imbue
the entrance with a public and festive
character. The roof stretches out over
the ramp and has a width of 18 metres,
an area of 70 square metres and a
weight of 90 tons. This heavy element is
only supported by a thin pillar and by
a “hanging column”. The impression
of heaviness lends the space under
the roof a sense of interiority and
protection. The simultaneity of
exposed and hidden forces results in a
somewhat unreal character. Entrance
to the Grisons Parliament building The
“hanging column” stands next to the
entrance door and leads the visitor
inside the building. It barely touches
the ramp and seems to hang from
the roof. Slightly rotated out of the
surrounding geometry, it stands on the
highest point of the base and seems to
continue rotating. It playfully balances
the apparently weightless roof, as if
gravity did not exist.
This abstract inverted arc-shaped
column seems to be rolling away,
which creates an unstable tension, and
drives people to explain the reason
why force can be balanced. But even
if you understand the mechanism of
the force, the heavy roof and the only
two supports still produce a strong
contrast, prompting you to think
deeply. It is like a game of mind.
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Left figure 24, Entrance to the Grisons Parliament building.
Figure source, https://archello.com/project/graubunden-parliamentchur
Right figure 25, Entrance to the Grisons Parliament building.
Figure source, https://archello.com/project/graubunden-parliamentchur
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School in Orsonnens, 2017, Ted'A Arquitectes
At the entrance of school
in Orsonnens, there are two
abstract columns, both of
they are piled up with three
concrete blocks of different
sizes. The two columns flank the
entrance, seem to be falling.
These external supports are
deliberately more stone-like
because they are in contact
with snow and have a more
complex design: they are made
of prefabricated parts with
differently sized aggregate and
changing proportions in each
one.
It seems that these external
supports are an announcement
of the building, but at the same
time, the abstract form of these
columns are also related to
pieces of children’s games,
as if the construction process
like a game. This generates an
interesting sort of tension.
“We like to play games. But
there have to be rules. they
help the game. Geometric rules
help us to build. The interesting
part is when the game gets so
complex that it accepts and
almost demands exceptions,
in other words, when it lets you
break its rules. A game in which
some projects advance the
future of the rest.”[1]

[1] EL croquis, No 196, (2018). TEd'A
arquitectes (2010-2018). p. 21.

Figure 26, Entrance of school in
Orsonnens.
Figure source, http://www.
tedaarquitectes.com/english/index.
php?/projects/-2014-school-in-orsonnens/
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Right figure 27, The T shape column in the Church
of St Peter in Klippan.
Figure source, https://www.architecturalreview.com/buildings/revisit-lewerentzs-stpeters/10033499.articler

The architecture that comes into
view is not one of traditional religious
iconography, but rather of a symbiosis
between spatial expression and
symbolism.[1]
The nave of the church develops
around a large T or Antonius cross
made of corten steel, whereby the
symbolic effect was consciously used
by the architect. For spatial reasons, this
massive structure was not arranged in
the geometric center of the nave, but
slightly offset from it. All elements and
seats are arranged around the column,
the abstract T shape column is the core
of the space.
Two large steel beams meet at a
single, off-center column, implying a
raw corten-steel cross — the clearest
example of Lewerentz combining
religious symbolism and tectonic
logic. This cross supports the vaulted
brick ceiling of the nave, which in turn
defines the form of the main facade
— an architectural language that is
both honest of its structural design and
iconic in its expression. All these try to
mine the emotion of the space.
[1] Benjamin Wells. Church of Saint Peter.

The Church of St Peter in Klippan, 1966, Sigurd Lewerentz
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The Erechtheion, Porch of the Caryatids,
406 BC
The famous "Porch of the Caryatids", with six draped
female figures (Caryatids) as supporting columns.
A caryatid is a sculpted female figure serving as an
architectural support taking the place of a column or
a pillar supporting an entablature on her head.
In the collage, one Caryatids was replaced by a
simple geometric column. Its simplest geometry
and abstract form makes a huge contrast to the
meticulously carved female figures column. This huge
contradiction may make you confuse, you will try to
figure out is these two kinds of columns from different
periods. And it seems the simple geometric one is
much old than the female figures ones, for the form is
too primitive.
The capital of the column is a triangle, only the tip of
the angel touches the beam. It is quite narrow, and
the weak connection also make a tension between
the columns.
It is the huge contrast and tension makes you involved
in this architecture, and makes the column as a thing.

Figure 28, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, Acropolis • 1865 – 1868. http://www.
costumecocktail.com/2015/12/06/acropolis-%E2%80%A2-1865-1868/
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The Temple of Athena, 438 BC
There are eight columns at either end of the temple
of Athena. The columns are of the Doric order, with
simple capitals, fluted shafts, and no bases.
One of the columns in this collage was disassembled,
it piled up with three parts. And each part is not fit
together perfectly, it was deliberately dislocated.
Compare to classical Doric column it is abstractive.
And it is unstable and seems will collapse at any time,
but it is the instability that presents a kind of motion
and tension that triggers people's imagination and to
have a dialogue with the columns and the temple.

Figure 29, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://pastelanne.wordpress.com/tag/buildings/
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The Colosseum, AD 80 , photo in 1944
It is a photo about the US and other Allied troops liberated Rome
in 1944, the background is the Colosseum. The surviving part of
the outer wall's monumental façade of the Colosseum comprises
three stories of superimposed arcades surmounted by a podium.
The arcades are framed by half-columns of the Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian orders, while the attic is decorated with Corinthian
pilasters.
In the collage, the three stories of arcades and half-columns was
replaced by three different kinds of abstract columns in different
floors. From the ground floor to the second floor is triangle, upsidedown semi-circle to T shape columns. From the top to the bottom
the structure connection becomes narrow down, which is the
opposite to the load of the structure. For according to the load,
the section of the structure should be gradually wider to the
bottom. It is irrational but makes a kind of tension.
And you will try to explain how can this structure works, it looks like
be constructed by stone, but the construction logic doesn't match
the material properties. These abstract forms of columns make you
confuse but also involve you in the building.

Figure 30, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, US and other Allied troops liberated Rome 1944, https://twitter.
com/BeschlossDC/status/1003381972729810944/photo/1
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The Farnsworth House, 1951
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
The house is elevated 5 feet 3 inches (1.60 m) above
a flood plain by eight wide flange steel columns
which are attached to the sides of the floor and
ceiling slabs. The slab ends extend beyond the
column supports, creating cantilevers.
It is widely recognized as an example of the
International Style of architecture, it is also well known
for its clear structure logic and the details. In this
collage, I try to introduce a new abstract semicircle
column to break its original structural logic, to make
this pure structure more diverse. The new form of
column is an object interrupts the system, and make
the house presents contrast but not conflict, it is
diverse, but also coordinated.
The abstract form of the column makes the house
possible to have multiple interpretations and
meanings.

Figure 31, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.archdaily.com/59719/ad-classicsthe-farnsworth-house-mies-van-der-rohe/
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Maison Domino, 2020
Sam Jacob
Once the original natural factor is incorporated into
the space, its original natural property have changed
in the encounter with people, it's not just the original
meaning. At this time, we call this meaning "Thingness". That is to say, the original natural things are
represented in its architectural significance.[1]

[1] Learn From Kazuo Shinohara. Interview: Go Hasegawa & Yichun
Liu & Yim in Guo. (2013.5) South Architecture. p. 37.

Figure 32, Maison Dolmino, Sam Jacob.
Figure source, https://twitter.com/_SamJacob/
status/1231620385403211784/photo/1

The Domino system proposed by Le Corbusier is
an open floor plan consisting of concrete slabs
supported by a minimal number of thin, reinforced
concrete columns around the edges, with a stairway
providing access to each level on one side of the
floor plan.
The left collage is from the twitter of Sam Jacob,
in this collage all of the columns were replaced
by stones. This collage seems to be a critique of
Domino system’s standardization. The stones are
primitive, rough, diverse and non-standard. There is a
strong conflict and contrast between them and the
horizontal concrete slabs. The vitality and richness of
this contrast also reflect on the diversity and positive
that standardization may lack. The structural function
of stone also gives it more architectural significance
and make it as a thing.
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The Church of Colònia Güell, 1914
Antoni Gaudi
The church of Colònia Güell, built with simple bricks
and stone, used the inherent nature of its materials,
capable only of resisting compression forces well, to
produce a striking, almost supernatural, architectural
mood. The major factor contributing to the unique
quality of this space is the use of powerful natural tilting
stone columns. The direction of the loads transmitted
from the brick roof vaulting to the columns is slightly
skewed from the vertical. The columns are precisely
aligned to counteract these loads. By positioning
his columns in this way the architect, Antonio
Gaudi, minimized the need for them to resist only
compressive forces.[1]
[1] David Guise, Design and Technology in Architecture. p. 2.

These constructive solutions allow an aesthetically
rich and full of symbolism as the sloping ornamental
carved stone columns. While the inclined stone
column expresses the way of force transmission, the
columns which are formed by juxtaposing three
rustic stone make a intense contrast with the precise
brick arches, ribs, vaults, and lintels. Presenting a
natural, primary and powerful space atmosphere.
The juxtaposition of rough and precise, present the
natural stone column in a new way.
The surrealistic space that was created is the direct
result of using a particular material, with a specific
structural capacity, and very primitive natural
characteristic.

Figure 33, The rough stone column in Gaudi Crypt.
Figure source, https://www.designboom.com/architecture/
david-cardelus-gaudi-crypt-colonia-guell-10-07-2015/?utm_
campaign=daily&utm_medium=e-mail&utm_source=subscribers
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The Boy Hidden Inside a Fish, 2010
Smiljan Radic
Created as a shelter, inspired by a print by David
Hockney illustrating a story by the Brothers Grimm
(“The Sea Hare”), the monumental structure of Le
Garçon Caché Dans un Poisson (The Boy Hidden
Inside a Fish) is composed of a large hollowedout
stone with a wooden pillar running through it,
creating the space to welcome one person at a time.
the team aims to offer hope for a serene future after
the earthquake in Chile on 27 February 2010. after
earthquakes, people need to rebuild a future that is
protected, perfumed, and peaceful.
Smiljan Radic’s work is an expression of his singular
and intense relationship to nature and the
environment.

Left figure 34, The Boy Hidden Inside a Fish.
Figure source, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_boy_
hidden_in_a_fish_(Arsenal,_Venise)_(4991683081).jpg
Right up figure 35, The natural stone columns.
Figure source, https://elcroquis.es/products/radicpr3
Right down figure 36, The natural stone columns.
Figure source, https://www.flickr.com/photos/room606/2371672492
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Mestizo Restaurant, 2007
Smiljan Radic
The interior of Mestizo Restaurant in Santiago is a
clear example. Large rocks seem to support the deep
line of the roof beams, dominating the interior space
with their presence, part sculpture, part column.
These are the real inhabitants of this space. Their
proportions, their position and their role as bearers
leave no doubt that they are modern caryatids. They
hold the building up above them with their vaguely
human shape. Like the Greek temples, the interior of
this architecture is shaped by the presence of these
stone inhabitants. The bustle of the restaurant, its
purpose being to feed its occupants, contrasts with
these rocks/caryatids: it is noisy, vibrant, scattered
and soft at the same time.[1]
So the granite blocks play a dual role. On the one
hand, they support the roof structure, and on the
other, they are personalities in the space. In other
words, those granite rocks are typical garden objects
that seem to have been brought to the building, and
they blend the park with the building. They also add
a sort of permanent installation that is unrelated to
the décor, which could be important in Chile where
buildings are quite quickly left to their fate.[2]
[1] EL croquis, No 167, (2013). SMILJAN RADIC (2003-2013). p.35.
[2] EL croquis, No 167, (2013). SMILJAN RADIC (2003-2013). p.17.
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Burgerweeshuis (Orphanage), 1961
Aldo van Eyck
Aldo van Eyck wrote “a house must be like a small city
if it’s to be a real house, a city like a large house if it’s
to be a real city” in an essay published in 1962 titled
‘Steps Toward a Configurative Discipline.’

a smaller size for the residences, and a larger size for
community spaces. The modules consist of four round
columns at the corners with a domed roof of precast
concrete on top. The floor is also concrete.

Therefore van Eyck’s designs for the Orphanage were
those of both a home for the children, as well as
the plan of a small city. He created a decentralized
urban node with many points of interaction within the
plan. Van Eyck was interested in a non-hierarchical
development of cities and in the Amsterdam
Orphanage, he created a building with many inbetween conditions to break down the hierarchy of
spaces. This photo is the classical one to present his
concept of in-between, the boy was running in and
out of the building.

In this project, Van Eyck introduced the city dimension
into this building, and in this collage, I try to introduce
the natural dimension. One of the round column at
the corner was replaced by a huge stone, the beam
is directly placed on a stone column. The reinforced
concrete beams are prefabricated and industrialized,
while the column is natural and primitive, forming a
strong juxtaposition and contrast between the two.
The natural stone was presented in a new way, and
the boy seems happier when he was running around
it.

The building is constructed out of two sizes of modules,

Figure 37, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://weirdfishesblog.tumblr.com/
post/173634466734/aldo-van-eyck-burgerweeshuis-orphanage
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The Barcelona Pavilion, 1929
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
"The design was predicated on an absolute distinction
between structure and enclosure—a regular grid of
cruciform steel columns interspersed by freely spaced
planes".However, the structure was more of a hybrid
style, some of these planes also acted as supports.[1]
The pavilion is full contrast, like the cruciform steel
columns and the freely spaced walls, they were
separated and keeping distance, so we can clearly
distinguish between columns and walls. But it's also
confusing because you can't tell whether the roof is
supported only by columns or also by the walls at the
same time.
In the collage, at the main hall of this pavilion, one of
the cruciform steel columns was replaced by a rough
stone column which is from The Church of Colònia
Güell designed by Antoni Gaudi. Gaudi’s stone
column appeared in Mies’ Pavilion, this juxtaposition
makes a huge comparison. As we all know, what
Gaudi pursues is the form of nature, but what Mies
did is a modern international style of architecture with
regular grid of columns. This two different architectural
design orientations have a huge contradiction. And
in this collage, Gaudi’s stone column seems to try to
challenge Mies’ international style. And this makes
a tension in the space, even we ignore they are the
works by Gaudi and Mies, the stone itself displace in
this modern architecture is also surreal. Overall make
the column as a thing.

[1] Weston, Richard (2004). Key Building of the Twentieth Century.
W.W. Norton and Company. ISBN 0-393-73145-6.

Figure 38, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.flickr.com/photos/estkling/512158546
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Situ concrete using natural formwork 1
In this concrete model, I try to give the concrete
column a relatively free shape and natural texture.
The formwork used for pouring and the texture on
the formwork are relatively random, and different
formworks are randomly combined again. Therefore,
the final result is not precisely settable, it is occasional,
which is also the feature of natural factors. It can’t be
completely controlled by humans, but we can make
this kind of uncertainty to create richness, allowing the
existence of uncertainty is also an expression of the

richness and positive values of life.
Relatively, the floor is flat, and it makes a contrast to
the random column. Of course, we can't ignore the
huge scale of the column itself.
The expression of richness by natural factors, the
contrast between the flat floor and the random
columns, and the scale itself make people involved in
the building, and make the column as a thing.

Figure 39, Model by Author
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Situ concrete using natural formwork 2
In this concrete model, natural elements are also tried
to be introduced, but the selected object is different
from the previous concrete model. The natural factors
in this model are not reflected in the column, but in
the floor. The floor slab is randomly shaped with soil
as the formwork, and the plastic film is laid on the
soil to form the concrete when pouring. The random
natural concrete floor has a strong contrast with the
geometric column, so that the geometric shape of

the column is strengthened and highlighted. At the
same time, the inverted cone is used at the bottom of
the column, and the reduction of the section of the
column will produce a sense of instability.
Natural factors, strong contrast, and huge scale are
all trying to excavate people's senses and make
people have a dialogue with buildings and pillars.

Figure 40, Model by Author
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Compare to Unhuman Scale, Abstract Form and
Natural factor, New Order is a relatively more
systematic operation.The operation of New Order
changes the order existing things and keeps them
fresh.

House in white, 1966
Kazuo Shinohara
Throughout his career, Shinohara attempted to place
his work in the context of a Japanese architectural
heritage. He had particularly sharp observations
about “ 民家 ” (minka), traditional houses of ordinary
people, and the houses (or mansions) designed for
people in power, such as aristocrats.
Shinohara observed that a minka was 1) closed in,
2) a space for domestic activities, and 3) black.
Traditionally, houses were small and enclosed in
order to facilitate various domestic activities, such as
cooking. People used charcoal for fires, so the upper
structure of the house was covered with soot and
looked black. On the other hand, aristocrats’ houses
that originated from 寝殿造 (shinden-dukuri) in the
Middle Ages were open to outside, so as the owners
could enjoy beautiful views. No productive activities
occurred inside because servants did all the work
in separated areas, including fixing meals for their
masters. Social elite’s houses were thus represented
by white, the purity that could only be achieved by
rejecting tedious domestic work.
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Closed/black and open/white is a stark contrast.
According to Yoshiharu Tsukamoto (Atlier BowWow), the “House in White” was the first attempt to
combine “closed” and “black,” the two elements
that belonged to opposite side of the Japanese
architectural metric.
White is such a pure form of color. Can you enclose
such pureness in a house filled with daily activities?
Shinohara realized it partly thanks to modern
technology that has made cooking soot-free.
Applying transitional Japanese design principles, the
structure was supported by columns, beams and a
roof truss to support a square, pyramid-shaped roof.
The square space under the roof was divided into two
areas with an asymmetrical 2:1 ratio. The smaller half
was further divided into two stories. This minimal, two
acts of division augmented geometric abstractness.
In addition, Shinohara emphasized the pureness of
the white and sealed it in a small yet clean space
by stripping away some of the typical traditional
architectural details such as cornices or engawa.
Also stunning is a large column that stands, dignified
and dominant, in the middle of the living room. It
looks like a mainmast of a ship in an otherwise white
and abstract interior. Shinohara chose not to make
it a part of the load-bearing structure. It’s a symbolic
manifestation that becomes even stronger because
of that.
The polished round fir wood is facing 10m long 3.6m
high white wall. It shows the symbolism of Japan.
(there is a big black column in the middle of the
traditional Japanese House), and the symbolic
operation is that the divided wall in the room slightly
deviates from the center of the square plan, and the
white ceiling hides the structure above, making the
white wall and ceiling become the background of
the central column, producing a new order different
from the traditional Japanese architecture, and
showing a new significance in the interaction with the
body. Therefore, we can consider the creation of a
new order as the operation of changing an object
into a thing.
In a sense, Shinohara disassembled the traditional
meanings of architectural elements and re-assembled
them as a very personal and private vehicle. This was
a house that posed a question: “what does life and
living mean to you?” Who would’ve thought that a
house could be a vehicle for a philosophical pursuit?
A house is a work of art,” he said. So is “living.”[1]
[1] The Japanese House 4: A house is a work of art. https://www.
interactiongreen.com/japanese-house-chapter-4-house-work-art/
Left up figure 41, The exterior of House in White.
Figure source, https://www.pinterest.jp/pin/107593878580033666/
Left down figure 42, The center column in House in White.
Figure source, https://cdn.archpaper.com/wp-content/
uploads/2014/03/Kazuo_House-in-White_midres.jpg
Right figure 43, Section, Ground floor, First floor.
Figure source, 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社 , 2013, p. 50,51.
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Plantahof Auditorium, 2010
Valerio Olgiati
A thin, dark coloured, concrete wall stretches over
the pillars and beams like a tent. These elements are
supported outside the building by the abutments.
The structure combines in equal measure a frame
and a solid construction. The result is a hybrid of pillars
and walls, expressing an architectural concept and
lending the building character.[1]
From the outdoor of the building, the column likes a
tail of the auditorium, and it traversing the wall, in
and out of the building, works as a clue to interpret
the order of structure. The tense interaction of the
column makes the visitor sense the power of the
transmitted effort, and configures the building as a
whole.

Left figure 44, The column like a tail of the building.
Figure source,https://www.archdaily.com/218434/plantahofauditorium-valerio-olgiati-architect?ad_source=search&ad_
medium=search_result_all
Right up figure 45, Section.
Figure source, same as last one.
Right down figure 46, The column in and out.
Figure source, same as last one.

[1] EL croquis, No 156, (2011). Valerio Olgiati (1996-2011), p.175.
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Orinda House, 1962
Charles W. Moore
Orinda House, also known as “Moore House”
is located in a valley behind San Francisco,
was designed by architect Charles W. Moore
for himself and built in 1962. In this project,
Moore experimented with very simple means
the possibility to recreate a project that could
embody references to different moments of
architectural history and that would allow
an unconventional distribution and space
articulation.
The small project is based on simple
geometry and on the archetypal square
plan to create a direct relationship with
architectural archetypes such as the primitive
hut or a Hindu temple.
Eight columns, in groups of four, sustain two
aedicule of different dimensions supporting
two asymmetrical pyramidal roofs located
within the main roof. These two sub-spaces
inside the larger volume articulate the
interior, and as they are painted white, they
contrast with the rest of the surfaces.
Two different square spaces defined by
columns form the domesticity of the house
and create a space of seclusion within the
window. The smallest square encloses a bath,
five steps below the rest of the house, and
the largest square defines the living room of
the home.
Moore designed to enable the creation of
different places or domains within a common
space. The idea is to combine several spaces
in one. And the column is the main object
in this project to define the boundary of
different places, and created the order of
the house.
The columns remind you about hut or temple,
sometimes also as mysterious.
Left up figure 47, Exterior of the house.
Figure source, http://socks-studio.com/2017/01/29/
archetypes-and-free-plan-orinda-house-by-charles-wmoore/
Left down figure 48, Interior of the house.
Figure source, same as the up one.
Right figure 49, Plan and Section.
Figure source, same as the up one.
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Pavilion of the Nordic Countries, 1962
Sverre Fehn
Sverre Fehn designed two layers of concrete beams.
These lamellae, each precisely one-meter tall and sixcentimeter thin, blanket the internal space to create
a plane of two-meter deep pockets set. They stretch
across the room in a single span.
The grid, which might otherwise appear monotonous
in its rigidity, is interrupted by a series of openings
through which the three remaining internal plane
trees, of which there were originally seven, erupt from
the ground to punctuate vertically through, up and
out of the space.
In this collage, it's more like a device design,
introducing columns into column-free space. Under
each beam, a rough wooden column is randomly
erected. In the design of Sverre Fehn, he retains
the original trees in the site, while the newly added
wooden columns and the trees seem to form a forest,
and also forming a new order.
The column is what contemporary architecture has
been trying to abandon. Many architects are trying
to create the largest column-free space or the
slenderest column. Just like this pavilion. Columns used
to carry language, to create space, so in some ways,
I wanted to make a tribute to the lost qualities of the
column.

Figure 50, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/
cl/867443/clasicos-de-arquitectura-el-pabellon-de-los-paisesnordicos-en-venecia-sverre-fehn
Figure 51, Interior of the pavilion.
Figure source, same as the up one.
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The thermal plant San Adrian, 1973
The New Barcelona Gate
On the north coast of Barcelona, three massive
towers standing alone in vast stretches of empty
fields. Originally known as the thermal power station
of San Adrián, popularly known as the thermal of the
three chimneys. They are the most dominating part
of the skyline for miles around, and the landmark of
Barcelona.
In this collage, Firstly, I added a semicircle on the
top of the three chimneys to connect all of them,
and they work as columns. For the form it looks
like a giant post-modern gate, it is the new city
gate of Barcelona, especially the view from the
Mediterranean.
Secondly, the left chimney was cut off. This operation
changed the force of the structure. Before being
cut off, these three chimneys mainly support the
load of the semicircle. But now, the left one is just an
object to be hanged, the middle one mainly supports
the semicircle, while the right one has to pull the
semicircle to make balance. Even though the three
chimneys have a similar appearance, but the force
situations are all different, and this makes the new
order of the chimneys and will trigger your mind to
interpret how it happens.

Figure 52, Force analysis diagram.
Figure source, Author.
Figure 53, The New Barcelona Gate, collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://theplacesihavebeen.com/atlasobscura/8795/tres-xemeneies-three-chimneys
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Villa Savoye, 1931
Le Corbusier
As an exemplar of Le Corbusier's "five points" for
new constructions, the villa is representative of the
origins of modern architecture and is one of the most
easily recognizable and renowned examples of the
International style.
For column as the first point said “Support of groundlevel pilotis, elevating the building from the earth and
allowing the garden to be extended to the space
beneath.”[1]
In this collage I was trying to make the ground floor
more open, and make the column as the clue to
understanding the force logic of the structure. On the
ground floor, I erased most of the columns, only keep
the one in the middle of each façade. And on the first
floor, there is the same circular column at the corner
of each façade. The structural logic behind this is the
ground floor column support the middle of the slab
and the corner columns pull up the corner of the slab
to make it stable. And on the top there are big grid
beams to hang the corner columns, it also needs
structure core in the center of the plan to support the
top grid beams.
As a result, the force analysis of the three columns of
the façade is different. The middle one is bearing the
pressure force, and the corner ones are pulling force.
But the form of these three columns are the same, it
did not change the form according to the force, this
will make people confused and you have to think
deeply to interpret it. The new order of the columns
and the force make the column as a thing.
[1]Villa Savoye – A machine for living". Archived from the original on
August 20, 2011. Retrieved October 16, 2007.

Figure 54, The New order of Villa Savoye, collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/
cl/803044/la-villa-savoye-en-estuche-de-regalo
Figure 55, Force analysis diagram.
Figure source, Author.
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Summary:

This chapter was divided into four parts, mainly
depends on Shinohara’s thingness. For Kazuo
Shinohara is an architect, what we care most is
the operations in his architecture, how does object
present new means, or turn to be a thing, when
interacting with people.
Through reading his works and related discussions,
from my personal understanding point of view, I
divide the operation of thingness into four categories,
Unhuman Scale, Abstract Form, Natural Factor,
and New Order. In each category, I began from
the case study, then use collages to interpret my
understanding.
Most of the collages are based on classic buildings
or buildings of which we have formed a fixed image.
The collages’ operation is mainly with columns. A
heterogeneous or conflict column is presented in a
new way, so that we can have a new understanding
of the space or the column itself. But because this
collage is two-dimensional, it can't really experience,
which means that our understanding of it is based on
our original experience or imagination of it.

By breaking this experience and the
conventional imagination of classic
architecture, we can generate new
meaning, so that makes the column as
a thing.

Even though I divided it into four categories, but we
have to know the same column can contain different
characteristics, like the unhuman scale columns can
also with abstract form, the abstract form columns
can also make a new order, the natural factor
column can also with unhuman scale. This means
that

the different categories can work
together to strengthen the effect of
making the column as a thing.
We need to know the purpose of classification is to
make the research more purposeful, but the design
operation can be more flexible.
The collages are based on one perspective or photo
of the projects which I chose. So that

one collage mainly depends on the
context of the photo itself, which means
some collages are fragmental, not
systematic.
When we apply column as a thing in a project, it may
need to be more systematic.
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Love is such a natu
man into the things
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ure that it changes
s he loves.

3.

Apply column as

a thing
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3.1

Background
of the site
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Gods Mountains in China
Compare to the churches are in the city center of the
western world, the temples in East Asian are hidden
in the mountains. For in East Asian, the traditional
philosophy believes that man is an integral part of
nature, human beings and nature are united. Gods
discipline and live in the quiet mountains.

Because temples are hidden in deep mountains, the
increase of geographical distance also makes visiting
temples more ritualistic, because you need to walk
a long time to reach the temple, which also allows
people to adjust their state, from the noise of city life
to the peace in the mountains
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Left figure 56, The location of Chinese Most famous Gods Mountain
Figure source, Author.
Right figure 57, The photos of Chinese Most famous Gods Mountain
Figure source, The internet.
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1 Wutai mountain

2 Ermei mountain

3 Putuo mountain

4 Jiuhua mountain

5 Fanjing mountain

6 Tiantai mountain

7 Wudang mountain

8 Qincheng mountain

9 Longhu mountain

10 Kongtong mountain

11 Mian mountain

12 Sanqing mountain
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Gods in Fujian province of China
Fujian province is in the southeast of China, is a
district full of mountains. In ancient times, cities were
separated by mountains, so they developed their own
culture, languages, and local gods. Geographical
isolation enables the local traditional culture to be
inherited relatively completely. So Fujian is a province
with diversity culture.
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Left figure 58, The location of Fujian Most famous Gods
Figure source, Author.
Right figure 59, The photos of Fujian Most famous Gods
Figure source, The internet.
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1 马氏真仙 Mashi

2 三代祖师 Sandai

3 惭愧祖师 Cankui

7 卢公祖师 Lugong

8 武夷君 Wuyi

9 何九仙 Hejiu

10 梅仙 Mei

11 欧阳佑 Oyangyou

12 黄仙师 Huang

13 扣冰辟支古佛 Koubingpizhi 15 马元帅 Ma

16 哈蝴公 Hahugong

17 二徐真君 Erxu

18 惠利夫人 Huili

19 练氏夫人 Lianshi

5 灵应祖师 Lingying

20 照天君 Zhaotian

6 武功祖师 Wugong

21 瘟神 Wen
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God in Zherong, Fujian, China
Zherong is a small county located at the bottom of
the Dongshi Mountain, which is the topest mountain
in the northeast of Fujian province. Mashi is the local
god, who used to be always glad to give charities
and help her neighbors. In order to thank her for her
kindness, people respected her as a God and spread
her virtue.

In order to create a sense of order to visit the God.
There are different temples and monuments about
the local god located at the bottom, middle, top of
the mountain, and also on a hill which is in the center
of the city.
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1

Left figure 60, The location of temples and monuments of local God.
Figure source, Author.
Right figure 61, The photos of temples and monuments of local God.
Figure source, the internet.
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1 Cave of local god on the top of the mountain, god
discipline herself in the natural cave.
2 Largest temple and sculpture of local god in the
middle of the mountain.
3 A small temple and ceremony square of local god
at the bottom of the mountain.
4 Medium-scale temple of local god on a hill which is
in the center of the city.

1 Cave of local god

2 Temple of local god

God mountain

2 Sculpture of local god

3 Small temple of local god

Sculpture of local god is watching the town
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Inviting the god to the community.
Like in Barcelona, the city has activities for local god
La Mercè, the same as Zherong also have their own
cultural activities for local god. The map below is
about the route of inviting the local god from the
cave on the top of the mountain to the community
temple to pray for happiness.

The representatives of the community invite the god
from the cave to the ceremony square, and then
together with the other citizens march from ceremony
square to community temple. People will dress up
as different characters, and there will be different
performances on the way to the community temple,
such as dances, drums, and dragon dances.
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1

Left figure 62, The route of inviting the local god to the community.
Figure source, Author.
Right figure 63, The photos of different activities on the way to the
community temple.
Figure source, Author.
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1 Cave of local god
2 Ceremony square
3 Community temple

Welcome ceremony at the ceremony square

Citizens march on the way to the community temple

Dragon dances on the way

Citizens bear the god's palanquin

Arrive the community temple

Ceremony in the community temple
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Taking the god back to the mountain.
After one month prayer ceremony in the community
temple, for thanks of the kindness of the god, then
there will have a bigger cultural activities to take the
god back to the mountain. The map below is about
the route of taking the god back to the cave on the
top of the mountain from the community temple.

Citizens march from the temple to ceremony
square, on the way they will have more grand
performances and activities. After the big ceremony
on the ceremony square, then the representatives
of the community will take the god back to the
mountain, same as the way how take the god to the
community.
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Left figure 64, The route of taking the god back to the mountain.
Figure source, Author.
Right figure 65, The photos of different activities on the way to the
mountain.
Figure source, Author.
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1 Cave of local god
2 Ceremony square
3 Community temple

Pray ceremony on the way and the god's palanquin

Citizens dress up as different characters

Pray ceremony on the way

Citizens bear the god's palanquin

Dragon dances on the ceremony square

Representatives take the god back to the mountain
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Psychological Center
For the existence of the local god and the god
mountain, the geographical circle of the city is not
the psychological circle of the city. The psychological
circle includes the town and the god mountain.
For this reason, the psychological center of the city
locates between the city and the god mountain, at
the bottom of the mountain, it is the area of the small
temple and the ceremony square of local god. And I
choose this area as my site to complete or enrich the
functions of this temple and this psychological center,
to make it more attractive.

As it will be a building relates to the god, so how
can this building be more interactive to revive the
sensation of people in the space, by the mining of
emotion? And how to conceive the building that
makes people enter a discourse with themselves and
their world? This will be the main issue of this project.
And in this thesis, column is the main object, and I will
apply the column as a thing in this project, to make
people involved in this building.

Geogra

4
3
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1 Cave of local god on the top of the mountain, god
discipline herself in the natural cave.
2 Largest temple and sculpture of local god in the
middle of the mountain.
3 A small temple and ceremony square of local god
at the bottom of the mountain.
4 Medium-scale temple of local god on a hill which is
in the center of the city.
Figure 66, The psychological center of the town.
Figure source, Author.

aphical circle

Psychological circle

2
1
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3.2

Composing

the Four Operations
of column in a project
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The Reference
At the first step of “Applying column as a thing”, I try
to apply directly what I interpreted in the chapter
two “How can column be a thing”. So that I choose
a case study or a collage of each operation as
a reference, then try to compose all of the four
operations of making column as a thing in a project.
This will be the process of the experiment, and also
the process of study. For composing all of the four
operations, it will make the project more fragmental
then systematic, also will be more conceptual than
practical.

Unhuman Scale
Natural Factor

Abstract Form
New Order
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T he Complex Pavillion
This project is a complex pavilion for the temple. Above
ground, it is about 10 m long, 10 m wide, and 15 m high. And
underground, it is about 23 m long, 23 m wide, and 13 m deep.
It is a pavilion with complex functions, there is a meditation-hall
and a gallery underground, and a view platform, an house for
the priest, and a drum-tower.
In this project, the four operations of column will be applied
in different space, give different characteristics to different
functions. And it is directly composing the spaces together, so
the project will be more fragmental then systematic.
The pavilion is casted by red concrete, give a mysterious
feeling. And was composed by different geometric forms,
make it abstractive.
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T he Complex Pavillion
This project is a complex pavilion for the temple. Above
ground, it is about 10 m long, 10 m wide, and 15 m high. And
underground, it is about 23 m long, 23 m wide, and 13 m deep.
It is a pavilion with complex functions, there is a meditation-hall
and a gallery underground, and a view platform, an house for
the priest, and a drum-tower.
In this project, the four operations of column will be applied
in different space, give different characteristics to different
functions. And it is directly composing the spaces together, so
the project will be more fragmental then systematic.
The pavilion is casted by red concrete, give a mysterious
feeling. And was composed by different geometric forms,
make it abstractive.
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Basement 2, The Meditation-hall
The meditation-hall is underground, it is 18.7 m wide
and long, 8.2 m high, it is a space full of unhuman
scale columns, the column is used the earth as
the formwork (construction method similar to pile
foundation, then dig the soil away ), so give the
column a natural texture, then stone cutting machine
cut some surface of the column, make the texture of

the column with contrast. The columns look like grow
from the earth.

The key words: natural factor, unhuman scale
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Basement 1, The gallery
If we consider the structural requirements, it doesn’t
need so many columns in the space. And also
consider from the functional needs of the gallery, we
cut some of the columns to make it as the displace
table for the gallery. And also cut the bottom of the
middle columns, make them narrow down to make a
kind of tension.

Chambers are reserved at the top of the columns,
after cutting these columns, natural light go through
the chambers for the exhibits on display tables.
The operation of cutting makes a new order of the
columns.
The key words: New Order，Natural Factor
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Ground floor: View platform
The ground floor is an open space, the volume is
supported by columns with abstract and normal
forms. Two of the columns are ordinary, one is a
semicircle column, one is the vertical staircase to
connect all of the functions. Another staircase just
hanging from the volume, it is the main entrance of
the priest’s house, the entrance with a 4 m tall door,

which is unhuman scale.
These basic geometric shapes compose together
make the pavilion abstractive.
The key words: Abstract Form
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The first floor: Taoist priest’s house
The first floor is the priest’s house. In the living room,
the two columns are the main element of the space.
Concrete columns and transverse beams show
that this is a symbolic space. Beams and columns
do not need such a large size. If in order to support
the weight of the roof, the beam should not be the
current form.

But it seems that this irrationality makes you think
about the reasons for this result, and make you
involved in the space.

The key words: Unhuman Scale
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The second floor: The drum-tower
The second floor is the drum-tower, the staircase goes
continuously and supports the roof, the staircase
works as an unhuman scale column. The staircase
turns 45 degree, and together with two parallel
inclined walls, creates a sense of instability in the
space.
The key words: Unhuman Scale
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The Section
Five functions and four operations of column
vertically compose together, so the project will be
more fragmental then systematic.
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3.3

Interpreting

column Systematically
as a thing in a project
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T he Horizontal

Drum-tower

This project is a horizontal drum-tower for the temple.
It is about 24 m long, 9 m wide, and 9 m high. The
horizontal drum-tower is the main function of this
project, and also includes a restroom, a meditation
hall, and a tearoom.
In this project, the column works as a clue to
understand the logic of the main structure. It is like
a puzzle, in each space you only can experience
one part of the column and the structure, only
after you go through all of the space, then you can
conceptualize how this structure works.
From the exterior view, it is a triangle building covered
by black carbonized wood. The main entrance of the
building is a triangle space with a concrete column
and a wooden column. Due to the difference of
materials, make the column stands out.
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The Main Entrance
The main entrance of the building is a triangle space
with a concrete column and a wooden column.
Due to the difference of materials, make the column
stands out. The wooden column doesn’t touch the
ground, it grows from the concrete column. Which
also hints the concrete column is the main structure.
The top of the concrete column becomes a beam,
and towards the interior. It works as a guidepost
indicates the space of the next door.
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The Meditation-hall
The meditation-hall is a slightly darker space, to make
people calm down and concentrate on themselves.
There is only a linear sliding French windows on one
side of the hall. The meditation platform is 0.3m high,
the French window is 1.5m tall, so there is only 1.2m
difference, when you stand on the platform you can’t
watch the outside, only when you sit down you can
have the view. And the ground of the meditation-hall
is directly the earth of the site, it's just rammed earth.
As a result, you may feel the humidity of the air and
the breath of the earth.
And the column is the main element in the space,
the concrete column supports the concrete roof, the
wooden column supports the wooden roof, and the
wooden column grows from the concrete column.
The materials on the left and right sides of the space
are different, but they are the same as the columns
supporting it, which also indicates the difference
of the structure of both sides. The big concrete
beam works as the boundary of the walkway and
the platform, and also works as a guide to the next
space.
The column is also abstract form and unhuman scale
in this space.
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The Tearoom
The tearoom is relative an open space, and at the
end of the space are two huge swing doors, one is
glass, another one is wooden. They form the facade
of this space, and can totally open directly to the god
mountain,
On the right side of the space is a concrete staircase,
which is to the horizontal drum chamber. And
the huge beam ends on the staircase, which also
indicates the staircase is also a part of the structure, it
works as a column.
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The horizontal drum-tower
This horizontal drum chamber is about 24 m long, 9 m high, and
4.5 m wide. But there is only a high circular window on one side
of the chamber, which means the other side of the chamber
is very dark. It is too dark to see the end of the space, make
this space endless. It's an equilateral triangle space, both the
top and the bottom of the space become narrow down, also
become darker.
But in the chamber, you can probably see a diagonal column
in the darkness, it is the column from the meditation-hall, and
it is like a marked object in this endless space, to give you a
certain sense of security
When you play the drum, the chamber will magnify the sound,
and the sound will reverberates in the endless space.
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The horizontal drum-tower
This is the view from the other side of the chamber, we can see
there is a huge red traditional Chinese drum under the high
circular window, the drum is on a bridge-type platform. The
diagonal darkness near is the column.
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The Main Structure
After you experience all of the space, you may
conceptualize the main structure of the building.
The main structure is a triangle concrete chamber
supported by two diagonal concrete columns and
a staircase. And the triangle chamber just touches
the ground with a very narrow part, which product
tension of the structure.

In this project, the column works as a clue to
understand the logic of the main structure. It is like
a puzzle, in each space you only can experience
one part of the column and the structure, only
after you go through all of the space, then you can
conceptualize how this structure works. All of these
make the column and the project more systematic.

The main structure is hidden in a wooden shell, you
can’t figure it out from the exterior. And the two
columns and the staircase are separated into three
different spaces. It is only when you experience all
the space that you are able to present a picture of
the main structure in your mind.

The column in the space is abstract form and
unhuman scale, and the column also makes a new
order for the system of the building.
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The ground floor plan
From the left to right, The entrance, the restroom,
the meditation room, the tearoom.
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The first floor plan
The horizontal drum chamber.
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The Sections
The section of the tearoom and drum chamber

The section of the meditation-hall and drum chamber.
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The section of the horizontal drum chamber
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Conclusion: Keep making things!

This thesis begins with the doubt of this technologized
world. If the technology and the society is only
working with functionalism and rationalism, it will
deprive the sensation of human beings, and we also
will lose our judgement about what is beauty.
Therefore I believe that we will always need a kind of
resistant architecture,

What resistant architecture "resist" is not
technology, it is about the technology
deprives the sensation of us.
We have to keep a certain distance from society
and technology. Keeping a certain distance
doesn't mean ignoring them. It's about getting more
possibilities, or freedom.
For the subject of architecture, the essence of
architecture is still making space and objects. The
main intention is trying to make architecture be more
interactive to revive the sensation of people in the
space and encourage people to try to conceptualize
what has been imagined in the architecture.

In order to keep architecture staying
active, we need to present objects in
a new way and give new meaning to
objects continuously.
In this thesis I introduce the “Thing theory” of
Phenomenology of philosophy, to define that kind
of objects which make people involved in it and
produce new meaning. So, to make architecture be
more interactive, we need to keep object as a thing.
In this research, column is my object, the reason
why I choose column as my object, firstly, column
is the object which contemporary architecture has
been trying to abandon. There are many architects
trying to create the largest column-free space or the
slenderest column, so I choose column as a kind of
resistance to this technological tendency. Secondly,

for column works as structure, so that the object
of study belongs to the category of architectural
ontology, so that makes this research has more
architectural significance. Thirdly, column itself can
be used as an important space element in the space,
it is more expressive and infectious than other building
elements.
But in fact, the research objects can be very diverse.
In architecture, it can be floor, roof, window, door,
wall, and so on. And at the same time, this kind of
object can transcend the category of architecture,
and its boundary is infinite. Infinite objects constitute
the world. In the interaction between objects and
humans, it is a world of meaning - thing.
The specific research is from theory and case study,
but as an architect what we care most is about the
operations “How can make column be a thing”. I use
the collages as training to interpret my understanding,
and systematically apply it in a project to check
whether the research works. As a result, it is a process
of

“Do-Think-Do”.
For me, this research is a beginning phase of study,
and the discussion on the topic "Make object as
a thing" or "Column wants to be a thing" can last
for a long time. And to practice the research in
real projects to test whether the Four Operations of
column can bring the desired effect, I think this will be
a relatively long and self-correcting process.

Keep
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making things!
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status/1003381972729810944/photo/1
53
Figure 31, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.archdaily.com/59719/ad-classics-the-farnsworth-house-mies-van-der-rohe/ 55
Figure 32, Maison Dolmino, Sam Jacob.
Figure source, https://twitter.com/_SamJacob/status/1231620385403211784/photo/1
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Figure 33, The rough stone column in Gaudi Crypt.
Figure source, https://www.designboom.com/architecture/david-cardelus-gaudi-crypt-colonia-guell-10-072015/?utm_campaign=daily&utm_medium=e-mail&utm_source=subscribers
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Left figure 34, The Boy Hidden Inside a Fish.
Figure source, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_boy_hidden_in_a_fish_(Arsenal,_Venise)_
(4991683081).jpg
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Right up figure 35, The natural stone columns.
Figure source, https://elcroquis.es/products/radicpr3
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Right down figure 36, The natural stone columns.
Figure source, https://www.flickr.com/photos/room606/2371672492
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Figure 37, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://weirdfishesblog.tumblr.com/post/173634466734/aldo-van-eyck-burgerweeshuisorphanage
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Figure 38, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.flickr.com/photos/estkling/512158546
Figure 39, Model by Author
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Figure 40, Model by Author
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Left up figure 41, The exterior of House in White.
Figure source, https://www.pinterest.jp/pin/107593878580033666/
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Left down figure 42, The center column in House in White.
Figure source, https://cdn.archpaper.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Kazuo_House-in-White_midres.jpg 75
Right figure 43, Section, Ground floor, First floor.
Figure source, 篠原 一男建筑，东南大学出版社 , 2013, p. 50,51.
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Left figure 44, The column like a tail of the building.
Figure source,https://www.archdaily.com/218434/plantahof-auditorium-valerio-olgiati-architect?ad_
source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all
76
Right up figure 45, Section.
Figure source, same as last one.
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Right down figure 46, The column in and out.
Figure source, same as last one.
76
Left up figure 47, Exterior of the house.
Figure source, http://socks-studio.com/2017/01/29/archetypes-and-free-plan-orinda-house-by-charles-wmoore/
78
Left down figure 48, Interior of the house.
Figure source, same as the up one.
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Right figure 49, Plan and Section.
Figure source, same as the up one.
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Figure 50, Collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/867443/clasicos-de-arquitectura-el-pabellonde-los-paises-nordicos-en-venecia-sverre-fehn
81
Figure 51, Interior of the pavilion.
Figure source, same as the up one.
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Figure 52, Force analysis diagram.
Figure source, Author.
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Figure 53, The New Barcelona Gate, collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://theplacesihavebeen.com/atlas-obscura/8795/tres-xemeneies-three-chimneys
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Figure 54, The New order of Villa Savoye, collage by Author.
Basic figure source, https://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/cl/803044/la-villa-savoye-en-estuche-de-regalo 85
Figure 55, Force analysis diagram.
Figure source, Author.
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Left figure 56, The location of Chinese Most famous Gods Mountain
Figure source, Author.
92
Right figure 57, The photos of Chinese Most famous Gods Mountain
Figure source, The internet.
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Left figure 58, The location of Fujian Most famous Gods
Figure source, Author.
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Right figure 59, The photos of Fujian Most famous Gods
Figure source, The internet.
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Left figure 60, The location of temples and monuments of local God.
Figure source, Author.
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Right figure 61, The photos of temples and monuments of local God.
Figure source, the internet.
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Left figure 62, The route of inviting the local god to the community.
Figure source, Author.
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Right figure 63, The photos of different activities on the way to the community temple.
Figure source, Author.
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Left figure 64, The route of taking the god back to the mountain.
Figure source, Author.
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Right figure 65, The photos of different activities on the way to the mountain.
Figure source, Author.
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Figure 66, The psychological center of the town.
Figure source, Author.
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